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Abstract—A multicode optical code-division multiplexing
(OCDM) is proposed to support the dynamic changes in the
requested traffic demand in OCDM networks by adapting the
number of allocated codes according to the requested trans-
mission rate. In order to support time-variant data rates and
multiservice transmissions; a multicode variable-weight 2D
one-coincidence frequency hopping code/optical orthogonal code
(OCFHC/OOC) is employed as the signature code in the proposed
system. Two multicode assignment methods, namely, random
multicode assignment (RMA) policy and uniform multicode
assignment (UMA) policy, are presented. For each code assign-
ment method, we drive the probability density function (pdf) of
the number of active codes in each wavelength group. The bit
error probability (BEP), the probability of degradation, and the
blocking probability are derived as network performance key
parameters. The proposed system has a simplified routing and
code assignment process with a lower blocking probability. Our
numerical results indicate that the network teletraffic capacity
and blocking probability can be improved significantly using
UMA policy and call admission control.

Index Terms—Optical code-division multiplexing (OCDM),
multicode, blocking probability, QoS, spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

F UTURE optical networks are expected to support a large
number of users with diverse data rates and quality-

of-service (QoS) demands in a flexible manner. Traditional
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks suffer
from rigid and coarse granularity (i.e., 50 or 100 GHz ITU-
T WDM grid), which results in inefficient capacity usage (due
to bandwidth over-provisioning for lower data rate traffic) and
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inflexible support of diverse bandwidth demands [1], [2]. On
the other hand, optical time-division multiplexing (TDM) net-
works have stringent end-to-end synchronization requirements
along the optical path and only a fixed number of time-slots can
be allocated in a single wavelength [3].

Optical code-division multiplexing (OCDM) can provide
flexible, heterogeneous, asynchronous multiple bit-rate trans-
missions with finer-granularity capacity at sub-wavelength level
to connections with enhanced security and network scalabil-
ity [3]–[6]. In addition, OCDM can provide QoS differentia-
tion at the physical layer level. Moreover, no channel control
mechanism is needed to assign bandwidth or avoid collisions
in OCDM. Further, optical code generation, processing, and
decoding is performed entirely in the optical domain.

In this work, we propose and analyze a multicode OCDM
network where a service request is allocated a number of
codes in proportion to the desired data rate. Two-dimensional
(2D) one-coincidence frequency-hopping code/optical orthog-
onal codes (OCFHC/OOCs) [7] are used as the signature
sequences in the proposed network. The proposed multi-
code OCDM network can support the dynamic changes
in the requested rate by means of allocating/de-allocating
encoders/decoders to the existing connections. We also employ
different code weights for different classes to provide QoS
differentiation in terms of bit error probability (BEP). The
proposed multicode OCDM is compatible with the current tech-
nology of conventional WDM networks operating on ITU-T
grid. In addition, serving a connection request that requires b
codewords is done by finding any b free codewords and thus
simplify the routing and code assignment process and improve
the network performance in terms of blocking probability. A
further advantage of multicode OCDM is its ability to provide
high data rates easily by increasing the number of assigned
codes.

However, the use of OCDM poses some limitations. One
of the limitations of OCDM is the poor spectral efficiency. In
addition, if a user requests b codewords, b encoders/decoders
are required in a multicode OCDM network which results in
increasing the complexity [8]. Recently, considerable research
on improving the spectral efficiency of OCDM systems has
been addressed [9]–[12]. In [9], OCDM system with spectral
efficiency of 0.125 bit/s/Hz has been demonstrated based on
the phase coding of tightly spaced phase-locked laser lines.
In [10], Wang et al. have successfully demonstrated a cost-
effective asynchronous WDM/differential phase shift keying
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(DPSK)-OCDM using hybrid encoder/decoder with spectral
efficiency of 0.27 bit/s/Hz. Spectral efficiency of 0.5 bit/s/Hz
for spectral phase encoded OCDM system has been reported
in [11] using DPSK modulation and integrated ring-resonator-
based encoders. Using differential quadrature phase-shift key-
ing (DQPSK) modulation and forward error correction (FEC),
a spectral phase-encoded OCDM system have achieved 0.87
bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency [12]. On the other hand, multiport
OCDM encoder/decoder based on arrayed-waveguide grating
(AWG) is able to generate and recognize multiple coher-
ent time-spreading optical codes simultaneously with a single
device, which makes it a potential cost-effective device to
reduce the number of encoder/decoders [13]. In addition, using
optical codes with cyclic wavelength shifts (e.g., shifted carrier-
hopping prime codes [14]), it is possible to use the cyclic
frequency AWG (CFAWG) as a compact and cost-effective
encoder/decoder for incoherent 2D OCDM [15].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related works. In Section III, the proposed system
is introduced. An analytical analysis of the proposed system
is studied in Section IV, where the BEP is derived taking
into account the effects of multiple-access interference (MAI),
avalanche photodiode (APD) noise, and thermal noise under
Gaussian approximation assumption. Moreover, the blocking
probability and degradation probability of the proposed sys-
tem taking into consideration the user activity are derived in the
same section. Numerical results and discussion are provided in
Section V. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Supporting multimedia services with differential transmis-
sion rate and QoS requirements in OCDM networks has been
a subject of enormous research. Various approaches have been
proposed to support multirate services provision in OCDM net-
works such as employing codes with different lengths [16],
[17], varying the length of optical frequency hopping patterns
[18], and adopting code-shift keying schemes with different
number of bits/symbol [19]. A different approach is to use
multicode technique, where multirate transmission is achieved
by sending different number of distinct codes simultaneously
according to user required data rate [8], [20]. Providing time-
variant data rates by varying the code length or the length of
frequency hopping pattern (according to the changes in the
requested bit rate) is not possible since it requires a very com-
plex encoder/decoder structures. Moreover, it is not possible
to maintain the auto- and cross-correlation properties between
codes. Further, because of the BEP dependence on bit rate (i.e.,
code length), the several service requirements for bit rate and
BEP cannot be easily guaranteed.

On the other hand, variable-weight codes (with identical-
chip-power) and multilevel signaling (with different-chip-
power) have been introduced to provide QoS differentia-
tion in OCDM networks by controlling the BEP at the
receiver [21]–[24]. Moreover, utilizing multilength variable-
weight (MLVW) codes [3], [25] and multicode variable-weight
(MCVW) codes [8], both multirate and multi-QoS transmission
are supported simultaneously. A comparison between using

MCVW codes and MLVW codes is carried out in our previous
study [8]. The results show the superiority of using MCVW in
terms of BEP, degradation probability, and network throughput.

The authors of [26] have developed a framework for deter-
mining the blocking probability and teletraffic capacity in
OCDM networks. They used generalized infinite server queue
and degradation probability to model the system blocking.
Nonetheless, the authors considered only a single-service class
system. Moreover, only the MAI is taken into consideration.
Using Engset multirate loss model, the blocking probabilities
for multiservice class OCDM network adapting MLVW carrier-
hopping prime codes are calculated in [3]. Nonetheless, the
authors did not consider the effects of user activity and additive
noise. In [20], Vardakas et al. have proposed a multirate loss
model based on a 2D Markov chain for computing the blocking
probabilities of an OCDM passive optical network (PON) sup-
porting multirate service classes. They have taken into account
the effects of the additive noise and the bursty nature of traffic.
However, they have not considered the provision of multi-QoS
among the different service classes. Differing from previous
works, in this study we tackle supporting time-variant data rates
in multi-QoS OCDM networks using multicode technique tak-
ing into consideration the user activity and the effects of MAI,
APD noise, and thermal noise.

The authors in [25] have suggested two methods for code
assignment in a single-code MLVW OCDM network. In the
first method, a wavelength is randomly selected among the
available wavelengths and one of its unused codes is assigned
to the connection, whereas in the second method, an idle code
from the wavelength with the least number of active codes is
allocated to the connection. In this study, we develop two code
assignment strategies, namely, random multicode assignment
(RMA) policy and uniform multicode assignment (UMA) pol-
icy, taking into account the multiple-codes allocation from the
same wavelength group.

The widely used Erlang-loss model and its variants [3],
[25] in evaluating the performance of networks with parallel
servers are no longer adequate to evaluate the performance
of multicode OCDM networks due to ignoring multiple-codes
simultaneous allocation and release. On the other hand, multi-
dimensional Markov model can obtain the exact state prob-
abilities for networks taking into account the simultaneous
resource allocation [1], [2]. However, no closed-form expres-
sion to obtain the steady-state probabilities can be derived.
Moreover, for large-size networks, which support more service
classes and codes, the model will become very complex and
time consuming. In this work, we employ the computationally
efficient 1D Kaufman-Roberts recursion [27], [28] to estimate
the blocking of multicode OCDM network where its accuracy
is validated by simulation.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed system is composed of Q service-classes,
where class j ∈ � = {1, 2, . . . , Q} is characterized by its
code weight w j that determines the required QoS. A(

pk × L , w = {w1, w2, . . . , wQ}, λa, I
)

fixed-length variable-
weight OCFHC/OOCs are employed as 2D signature sequences
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with pk ≥ w1 > w2 > . . . > wQ . Here pk denotes the num-
ber of available wavelengths per wavelength group, p is a
prime number, k is the degree of the primitive polynomial over
Galois field G F(p), and L is the code length fixed for all
classes. Moreover, λa denotes the auto-correlation value and I
represents the cross-correlation matrix, defined as:

I
def= [I (i, j),∀i, j ∈ �

]
, (1)

where I (i, j) is the maximum cross-correlation value between
the codewords in classes i and j .

The employed OCFHC/OOCs in class j ∈ � are composed
of two codeword groups: C0 and C1. Group C0 uses one wave-
length from the pk available wavelengths and uses an OOC
with cardinality N j (given by well-known Johnson bound N j =
�(L − 1)/w j (w j − 1)�) as time-spreading pattern. While in
group C1, an OCFHC with pk(pk − 1) different wavelength
permutations and N j OOCs are used as wavelength-hopping
and time-spreading patterns, respectively [7]. The number of
available codewords in group C0 and group C1 in class j will be

N j
C0
= pk N j , and [c]N j

C1
= pk(pk − 1)N j , (2)

respectively, where N j is subject to the constraint [29]∑Q
j=1 N jw j (w j − 1)

L − 1
≤ 1, (3)

to ensure that codewords of different code weights have a cross-
correlation value bounded by unity. Then, the total cardinality
per class j is given by

Nc( j) = N j
C0
+ N j

C1
= (pk)2 N j . (4)

In the proposed multi-QoS multicode OCDM network with
time-variant traffic, class j with code weight w j can be treated
as Fj sub-classes with the same QoS, where sub-class i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Fj } requests i simultaneous codes. Here Fj repre-
sents the maximum number of codes that can be assigned to
class j connection requests. The number of codes requested
by class j sub-classes is assumed to be uniformly distributed

among the set n j
def={1, 2, . . . , Fj }, with a probability mass

function (pmf) n j,i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Fj ) such that
∑Fj

i=1 n j,i = 1.
Thus, the average number of codes required by connections in
class j is given by:

F j =
Fj∑

i=1

in j,i (5)

Equivalently, class j can support K j = Nc( j)/�F j	 active
users in each wavelength group in average. Consequently, the
total number of active codes per wavelength group in all classes
is given by:

K =
Q∑

j=1

�F j	K j . (6)

Fig. 1. Fiber bandwidth partitioning in a Q service-class with W wavelengths
divided into E wavelength groups.

A. Optical Code Assignment Polices

We consider a single-fiber link with W wavelengths divided
into E wavelength groups. Each wavelength group contains pk

wavelengths used for wavelength hopping patterns (see Fig. 1).
To provide Q service-class, the available codewords in each
wavelength group are divided into Q different code set each
with code weight w j and Nc( j), j ∈ � available codewords.
Based on the required QoS, each code set is assigned to a
service-class. The total number of available codewords in class
j is

L( j) = E × Nc( j). (7)

The probability density function (pdf) of the occupied codes
in each wavelength group depends on the employed code
allocation strategy and the offered load. Two code allocation
policies are considered in this paper: RMA policy and UMA
policy with the restriction that the assigned multiple-codes must
be on the same wavelength group.

1) Random Multicode Assignment (RMA) Policy: RMA
policy arbitrarily chooses wavelength group and allocates i of
its ideal codes to the arrived connection request of sub-class i in
class j . However, such a multicode assignment method results
in a different number of occupied codes in various wavelength
groups. Using �F j	 as the average number of required codes
per class j and assuming that Nc( j) is a multiple of �F j	,
the pdf of the number of active codes m in a given wavelength
group in class j if the number of active codes in a fiber (with
E wavelength group) is n can be evaluated from our previous
work [8] as:

P(R, j)
M (m|n) =

(Nc( j)
m

)∑
r∈R( j)

∏E−1
i=1

( Nc( j)
ri �F j 	

)
∑

n∈N( j)
∏E

i=1

( Nc( j)
ni �F j 	

) , (8)

where the two sets R( j) and N( j) for class j are defined as:

R( j)
def=
{

r = [r1, r2, . . . , rE−1] :
E−1∑
k=1

rk = n − m

�F j	
and

rk ∈
{

0, 1, . . . ,
Nc( j)

�F j	

}
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , E − 1}

}
,

(9)
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N( j)
def=
{

n = [n1, n2, . . . , nE ] :
E∑

l=1

nl = n

�F j	
and

nl ∈
{

0, 1, . . . ,
Nc( j)

�F j	

}
∀l ∈ {1, . . . , E}

}
.

where nl is the number of active users (each assigned �F j	
codes) in wavelength group l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} and rk is the num-
ber of active users (each assigned �F j	 codes) in wavelength

group k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E − 1}. Then, P(R, j)
M (m) is formulated as:

P(R, j)
M (m) =

L( j)∑
n=m

P(R, j)
M (m|n)P( j)

N (n), (10)

where P( j)
N (n) is the probability of the network being in state

n for class j . It should be noted that (8) is the hypergeometric
distribution modified to account for simultaneously assigning
�F j	 codes from the same wavelength group to the incoming
class j connection requests.

2) Uniform Multicode Assignment (UMA) Policy: In UMA
policy, a wavelength group with the least number of active
codes among other wavelength groups is chosen and �F j	 of
its unused codes in average are allocated simultaneously to the
received connection request of class j . This uniform connection
assignment tries to uniformly distribute active codes among dif-
ferent wavelength groups; as a result, QoS in each wavelength
group is the same. The amount of resources demanded by class
j user connection request can be treated as a user demanding a
basic code unit (BCU) that is consisting of �F j	 codes. Hence,
in each wavelength group there are Hj = Nc( j)/�F j	 BCUs
for class j .

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the proposed UMA
policy, where I ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E} is the set of wavelength groups
and Ch,i is the cost of wavelength group i ∈ I in step h ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Hj } in terms of the number of occupied codes. Fig. 2
provides an example of UMA policy. At first all the costs Ch,i

are initialized to zero. At step (1,1), wavelength group 2 is
arbitrary selected and its cost is incremented. At step (1,2),
wavelength groups 1 and 3 have the lowest cost, and one of
them is arbitrary selected. At step (1,3), only wavelength group
3 has the lowest cost, so it should be selected. At the end of step
1 all wavelength groups have the same number of active codes.
In UMA policy, P(U, j)

M (m) is modified from [25] to account for
simultaneously allocating �F j	 codes to each incoming request
in class j in the same wavelength group as follows:

P(U, j)
M (m) =

L( j)∑
n=m

P(U, j)
M (m|n)P( j)

N (n), (11)

where

P(U, j)
M (m|n)

=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
mod(n,E�F j 	)

E�F j 	 , m = �F j	
(⌊

n
E�F j 	

⌋
+ 1

)
E�F j 	−mod

(
n,E�F j 	

)
E�F j 	 , m = �F j	

⌊
n

E�F j 	
⌋ (12)

and mod(x, y) represents the remainder of x/y.

Fig. 2. Example of UMA mechanism for a service-class with BCU that
contains �F j 	 codes in average.

Algorithm 1. Uniform Multicode Assignment Policy

Input : Connection request {�F j	, QoS}, number of wave-
length groups E , number of class j BCUs Hj

Output: Select wavelength group to serve the request

Initialization:
for h← 1 to Hj do

for i ← 1 to E do
Ch,i ← 0

end
end
for h← 1 to Hj do

for i ← 1 to E do
I′ ← {i ∈ I|Ch,i = mini∈I(

∑h
l=1 Cl,i )}

Select arbitrary i(∈ I′)
end
Connection request← i ;
Ch,i ← Ch,i + 1;

end
return assigned wavelength group

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS

In this section, the performance of the proposed network is
evaluated by means of the following metrics: BEP, degradation
probability, and blocking probability.

A. Bit Error Probability (BEP)

In this subsection, the BEP of the proposed system using
APD is derived, taking into account the effects of MAI, APD
noise, and thermal noise. In our derivation, we assume a bit-
asynchronous chip-synchronous system for ease of analysis. In
the more realistic chip-asynchronous case, the performance will
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be superior to the case of chip-synchronous since the latter pro-
vides BEP upper bound [30]. Denote by q0

i j and q1
i j , i, j ∈ �,

the one-hit probabilities between the desired codeword, origi-
nated from group C0 and group C1, receptively, from class i
and an interfering codeword from class j . The one-hit probabil-
ity for multiservice OCDM system can be obtained following a
similar technique as used in [7], [22]:

q0
i j =

wiw j (pk N j − 1)

2L(Nc( j)− 1)
,

q1
i j =

wiw j pk N j −min(wi , w j )

2L(Nc( j)− 1)
. (13)

The factor 1/2 accounts for equiprobable on-off data-bit trans-
mission. Then, the average probability of obtaining a one inter-
ference hit for the desired codeword of weight wi correlating
with an interfering codeword of weight w j is given by:

qi j =
N j

C0

Nc( j)
q0

i j +
N j

C1

Nc( j)
q1

i j =
wiw j

2pk L
Ri j , (14)

where Ri j is the ratio of the interfering codewords contributing
one-hit to the total interfering codewords in class j , given by:

Ri j = ((pk)2 N j − 1)− (pk − 1)/ max(wi , w j )

Nc( j)− 1
. (15)

In a Q-class multicode OCDM network with K available
codes in a wavelength group, there are

∑Q
j=1, j �=k K j�F j	 +

Kk�Fk	 − 1 = K− 1 codes that could interfere with the
intended user code in the desired class k ∈ �. Conditioning on
the event that � j , j �= k codes among K j�F j	 probable inter-
fering codes in class j contributing one interference hit on the
desired user code in class k (binomial distribution with prob-
ability qkj ) and the event that �k codes out of Kk�Fk	 − 1
probable interfering codes in class k could interfere with the
intended user code in class k (binomial distribution with prob-
ability qkk). Since the users of various classes are independent,
we have

Pr{�|K} =
(

Kk�Fk	 − 1

�k

)
q�k

kk (1− qkk)
Kk�F j 	−1−�k

×
Q∏

j=1, j �=k

(
K j�F j	

� j

)
q

� j
k j

(
1− qkj

)K j �F j 	−� j (16)

where the interfering random vector � is defined as

�
def=
⎧⎨⎩[�1, �2, . . . , �Q] : � j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K j�F j	}

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . , Q} ,

�k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Kk�F j	 − 1}, 0 ≤
Q∑

q=1

�q ≤ K− 1

⎫⎬⎭ .

(17)

The average BEP PEk of class k users (with code weight
wk and �Fk	 parallel codes) given K codes in a multiservice
multicode network is given by:

PEk =
K1�F1	∑
�1=0

. . .

Kk�Fk	−1∑
�k=0

. . .

K Q�F Q	∑
�Q=0

Pr{�|K}

× Pr{a bit error|�, K}, (18)

where Pr{a bit error|�, K} is the conditional probability of error
given the interference vector � and K codes. Assume that
users transmit data bits “0” and “1” with equal probability
(i.e., Pr{0} = Pr{1} = 1/2). Moreover, denote by Yk the photon
count collected in one bit interval in class k. Given a thresh-
old θk , the correlation receiver with hardlimiters declares “1” if
Yk > θk and declares “0” otherwise. The optimum receiver uses
the value of θk that minimizes the BEP:

Pr{a bit error|�, K}
= 1

2
min
θk

(Pr{Yk ≤ θk |1, �} + Pr{Yk > θk |0, �}) . (19)

Under continuous Gaussian assumption for the photon count Yk

[31], we have

Pr{Yk ≤ θk |1, �} = Q

(
μ1k − θk

σ1k

)
, (20)

and

Pr{Yk > θk |0, �}
= Pr{Yk > θk |0, �, Zk = wk}Pr{Zk = wk}
+ Pr{Yk > θk |0, �, Zk �= wk}Pr{Zk �= wk}

= Q

(
θk − μ′0k

σ ′0k

)
Pr{Zk = wk}

+ Q

(
θk − μ0k

σ0k

)
Pr{Zk �= wk}, (21)

where Q(x)
def=(1/

√
2π)

∫∞
x e−y2/2dy and Zk ∈ {0, 1, . . . , wk}

denotes the number of interfered mark positions in the bit inter-
val of the desired class k user directly after the first optical
hardlimiter. The probability distribution of Zk is adapted here
from [32]:

Pr{Zk = wk}
= Pr{α1 ≥ 1, α2 ≥ 1, . . . , αwk ≥ 1}

= 1

w
�1+...+�Q
k

wk−1∑
t=0

(−1)t
(

wk

t

)
(wk − t)�1+...+�Q , (22)

where αt , t ∈ χk
def={1, 2, . . . , wk}, denotes the number of inter-

fering hits occurred in the t th marked chip of the desired class
k user. It is worthwhile noting that

Pr{Zk �= wk} = 1− Pr{Zk = wk}. (23)
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Fig. 3. 1D state-transition diagram for class j with Fj sub-classes.

The expressions for the parameters μ0k, σ
2
0k, μ1k, σ

2
1k, μ

′
0k and

σ ′20k for 2D OCFHC/OOC codes are adapted here from [33]:

μ0k = 〈G〉nd , σ 2
0k = 〈G〉2 Fnd + σ 2

J ,

μ1k = 〈G〉
⎛⎝ wk∑

j=1

nk
j + nd

⎞⎠ = μ′0k,

σ 2
1k = 〈G〉2 F

⎛⎝ wk∑
j=1

nk
j + nd

⎞⎠+ σ 2
J = σ ′20k, (24)

where 〈·〉 represents ensemble averaging, G denotes the
stochastic APD gain and nk

j is the average number of absorbed
photons per received single class k user chip, given by:

nk
j =

η jλ j PcTc

hC
, (25)

where λ j is the j th laser wavelength utilized in the code con-
struction, η j denotes the quantum efficiency at wavelength λ j ,
Pc is the received peak laser power per chip, C = 3× 108

m/s is the vacuum speed of light, and h = 6.626× 10−34 J.s is
Plank’s constant. F = 〈G2〉/〈G〉2 = keff〈G〉 + (1− keff)[2−
(1/〈G〉)] is the APD excess noise factor, where keff is the
APD effective ionization ratio [34]. While, nd = Id TC/e stands
for the average number of dark carriers generated within a
chip duration Tc, where Id is the APD dark current, and
e = 1.6× 10−19 C is the electron charge. σ 2

J = 2kB TnTc/e2 RL

represents the thermal noise variance within a chip interval,
where kB = 1.38× 10−23J/K is Boltzmann’s constant, Tn is
the receiver noise temperature, and RL is the receiver load resis-
tance. The BEP minimization problem in (19) is achieved at
a decision threshold θk = (μ0kσ1k + μ1kσ0k)/(σ0k + σ1k) [35].
After simple algebraic manipulations, PEk can be written as:

PEk =
K1�F1	∑
�1=0

. . .

Kk�Fk	−1∑
�k=0

. . .

K Q�F Q	∑
�Q=0

×
(

Kk�Fk	 − 1

�k

)
q�k

kk(1− qkk)
Kk�Fk	−1−�k

×
Q∏

j=1, j �=k

(
K j�F j	

� j

)
q

� j
k j (1− qkj )

K j �F j 	−� j

×
[

1

2
Pr{Zk = wk} + Q

(
μ1k − μ0k

σ1k + σ0k

)
Pr{Zk �= wk}

]
(26)

B. Blocking Probability

Fiber links in the proposed system operate as Q independent
service-classes, Fig. 1. The users of class j ∈ � are divided
into Fj sub-classes where a sub-class i (i = 1, . . . , Fj ) user
requires i simultaneous codes uniformly distributed on [1, Fj ].
Moreover, serving a connection request requiring i codewords
is done by finding any free i codewords. As only the number
of idle codes affects the blocking probability in the proposed
multicode OCDM network (codes are identical in contrast
to spectrum slots), class j ∈ � can be modeled as multirate
loss queues (MRLQs) with teletraffic capacity of L( j) codes
(servers) shared by Fj sub-classes with using 1D Kaufman-
Roberts recursion to obtain the steady-state probabilities of the
active codes [27], [28].

We assume that the requested codes of a connection follow a
birth-death Markovian model with Poisson arrival process with
arrival rate γ j,i per time unit for sub-class i connection request
in class j and exponentially distributed service time with mean
1/μi . Thus, the offered traffic load for sub-class i connection
is A j,i = γ j,i/μi , which is assumed to be equal for all sub-
classes. Since the requests follow the Poisson process, then the
total offered traffic to class j is also Poissonian with total arrival

rate γ j =∑Fj
i=1 γ j,i , Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, a transition from state

(n − i) to state (n) is due to a new arrival of sub-class i request
with arrival rate γi and the allocation of i free codes, while tran-
sition from state (n) to state (n − i) is due to a completion of
sub-class i service (i.e., releasing i codes) with rate iμi , where
n is the total number of active codes in class j . The steady-state
probability P( j)

N (n) of being in state n can be calculated using
1D Kaufman-Roberts recursion [27], [28] as follows:

P( j)
N (n) = P̃( j)

N (n)∑L( j)
k=0 P̃( j)

N (k)
, (27)

where

P̃( j)
N (n) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, n < 0

1, n = 0∑Fj
i=1

i A j,i
n P̃( j)

N (n − i), 1 < n ≤ L( j)

. (28)

Blocking happens when a connection request of sub-class
i cannot find i free codes (servers). Therefore, the blocking
probability P( j)

B,i of sub-class i can be found by summing up
the probabilities of all states with code occupancies larger than
L( j)− i (i.e., requested bit rate cannot be satisfied):

P( j)
B,i =

L( j)∑
n=L( j)−i+1

P( j)
N (n), ∀i ≤ Fj (29)
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and the single-link average blocking probability of class j is
given by:

P( j)
B =

∑Fj
i=1 P( j)

B,i

Fj
. (30)

Requests for additional codes for an existing connec-
tion can be absorbed by allocating a number of unused
encoders/decoders corresponding to the required expansion
in the transmission rate. These requests can be treated as a
new connections generated according to a Poisson process. As
before, blocking will happen when the number of requested
codes cannot be satisfied.

To successfully establish a lightpath for sub-class i in a multi-
code OCDM network, each fiber link traversed by this lightpath
should have at least free i codes. Let P( j)

B,i(l) denote the blocking
probability of sub-class i at the lth link in class j and for sim-
plicity assume traffic independency among the links. Then, the
end-to-end blocking probability of sub-class i lightpath request
is evaluated as

P( j)
B,ie−e

= 1−
∏

H :l∈H

[
1− P( j)

B,i(l)

]
= 1−

[
1− P( j)

B,i

]H
(31)

where H, H : l ∈ H is the set of links (hops) traversed by
the lightpath and the average end-to-end blocking proba-
bility assuming uniform traffic for sub-classes is P( j)

Be−e
=∑Fj

i=1 P( j)
B,ie−e

/Fj .

C. Degradation Probability

The performance of an OCDM network is MAI-limited and
depends on the number of simultaneously active users. As a
result, if the number of active class j users in a wavelength
group exceeds a specified threshold �

( j)
Th , which represents the

maximum number of users (each with �F j	 codes in average)
that may be simultaneously active in each wavelength group on
the network for a given BEP threshold, the desired QoS would
be drastically degraded. Therefore, the degradation occurs with
probability [8]:

Pdeg = Pr
{

x ( j) > �F j	�( j)
Th , some j ∈ �

}
= 1− Pr

{
x ( j) ≤ �F j	�( j)

Th , ∀ j ∈ �
}

= 1−
Q∏

j=1

⎛⎜⎝�F j 	�( j)
Th∑

x ( j)=0

⎡⎣ Nc( j)∑
m=x ( j)

(
m

x ( j)

)

×ρx ( j)
(1− ρ)m−x ( j)

P( j)
M (m)

⎤⎦
⎞⎟⎠ . (32)

where x ( j) is the number of simultaneously active class j codes
in a wavelength group that create interference and ρ represents
the probability that a connection transmits data (activity coef-
ficient), which is assumed to be the same for all classes. It is
worthwhile pointing out that P( j)

M (m) is given by (10) for RMA

policy and by (11) for UMA policy. For an OCDM network
with perfect service availability (i.e., Pdeg = 0) for any offered

load, it follows that no more than �
( j)
Th (i.e., �F j	�( j)

Th active
codes) connections can be accepted in the network. This can be
done through defining a blocking threshold �

( j)
Th = �F j	�( j)

Th
that determines the upper bound of the number of active codes
per wavelength group for class j such that the BEP is below
a specified threshold. In this case, the blocking probability for
sub-class i is called BEP blocking and occurs when the net-
work have enough free codes, but the BEP is above the specified
threshold and is given by:

P( j)
B,i =

E×�
( j)
Th∑

x ( j)=E×�
( j)
Th−bi+1

P( j)
N (x ( j)). (33)

At a specified BEP level in asynchronous OCDM, there is
always a set of unused codes. Thus, the network teletraffic
capacity (in terms of the number of admitted users for a pre-
defined maximum degradation probability [26]) can be relaxed
using these unused codes by allowing QoS degradation in terms
of BEP to occur with some small probability. This can be done
by increasing the number of admitted class j users over �

( j)
Th ,

i.e., �
( j)
Th ∈ {�F j	�( j)

Th , �F j	�( j)
Th + 1, . . . , Nc( j)}. Call admis-

sion control algorithms provide means to prevent excessive QoS
degradation by checking the interference level caused by the
incoming request to decide whether it is accepted or blocked
[8], [25], [26].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we numerically present the performance eval-
uation results of the proposed multicode OCDM network with
time-varying bit rates and QoS differentiation. We consider a
two-QoS class network (i.e., Q = 2), namely, high QoS (class
1) and low QoS (class 2). The basic bit rate Rb is chosen to
be 0.5 Gb/s. The code length is determined by the bit rate and
the bandwidth of the wavelength in WDM window. For 50 GHz
WDM grid (i.e., bandwidth � f = 50 GHz), the chip duration
is Tc = 1/� f = 0.02 ns and the code length, fixed for both
classes, is L = 1/RbTc = 100. The number of wavelengths in
each wavelength group is taken to be 8 (i.e., pk = 8). Since
w2 < w1 ≤ pk , we choose w1 = pk = 8 (high QoS class).
Using N1 = �(L − 1)/w1(w1 − 1)�, the number of available
codes used for time spreading in class 1 is N1 = 1. Normally
the users asking for low QoS are greater than those requesting
high QoS. So, we set the number of codes used for time spread-
ing in class 2 to be twice the number of codes in class 1, i.e.,
N2 = 2. The code weight of class 2 (low QoS) is chosen so as
to satisfy both the Johnson bound and the constraint in (3), i.e.,
w2 = 5. Then from (4), the total cardinality of class 1 and class
2 are Nc(1) = 64 and Nc(2) = 128, respectively. The highest
number of simultaneous codes that assigned to class 1 and class
2 is assumed to be 8, i.e., F1 = F2 = 8 (not necessary to be
equal). The number of requested codes for class 1 (class 2) is
uniformly distributed between 1 and F1(F2). Using (5), we then
have the average number of requested codes �F1	 = �F2	 = 5
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. BEP versus peak laser power per chip, Pc .

corresponding to an average requested bit rate of R̄b = 2.5
Gb/s. Subsequently, the maximum number of users accommo-
dated by class 1 and class 2 are K1 ≈ 12 users and K2 ≈ 25
users each with 5 codes in average, respectively. The other sys-
tem parameters used in the numerical evaluation are listed in
Table I.

Fig. 4 shows the BEP versus peak laser power per chip Pc for
both class 1 and class 2 when K1 = 12 and K2 = 25 users. The
BEP of class 2 is worse due to its lower code weight (w2 < w1).
The effects of APD and thermal noises dominate the BEP in
the range of small peak laser power per chip. By increasing Pc,
the effects of APD and thermal noises are compensated and the
system becomes MAI-limited.

Fig. 5 plots the BEP versus the number of simultaneous
users in class 1. The number of users in class 2 is kept fixed
at K2 = 10. We set the peak laser power per chip Pc = −37
dBm, in which the effect of MAI is a dominant source of bit
error compared to the effects of APD noise and thermal noise.
The figure indicates that class 1 has a degradation threshold
�

(1)
Th = 7 (i.e., �F1	�(1)

Th = 35 codes) for which maximum BEP

≤ 10−5 and class 2 has a degradation threshold �
(2)
Th = 10 (i.e.,

�F2	�(2)
Th = 50 codes) for for which maximum BEP ≤ 10−3.

The number of simultaneous users can be improved greatly by
implementing FEC [33].

Fig. 6 presents the blocking probability of class 1 as a func-
tion of the offered load for a connection asking for additional
b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F1} codes with E = 6 and �

(1)
Th = 35 (i.e., 210

available codes). From the figure, connection asking for a large
number of codes expansion will experience higher blocking
probability than connection asking for a small number of codes
expansion.

Fig. 5. BEP as a function of the number of class 1 users, K1.

Fig. 6. Class 1 sub-classes blocking probability as a function of the offered
load.

Shown in Fig. 7(a) the average end-to-end blocking proba-
bility for class 1 and class 2 as a function of the offered load
per class for E = 6. In this figure, considering the obtained
�

(i)
Th, i ∈ {1, 2} from Fig. 5, the blocking threshold is set to

�
(1)
Th = �

(1)
Th �F1	 = 35 for class 1 and to �

(2)
Th = �

(2)
Th �F2	 =

50 for class 2. Form the figure, we observe that class 1 has
the worse blocking probability. This is due to the fact that the
number of available codes in class 2 are more than class 1,
though the QoS of class 1 is better than class 2. Furthermore,
RMA and UMA polices have the same blocking probability as
only the number of free codes that matters. Fig. 7(b) presents
the average end-to-end blocking probability as a function of
the number of available wavelength groups at an offered load
A = 40. As expected, the blocking probability decreases as the
number of wavelength groups (and hence the number of avail-
able codewords) increases. From the figure, it can be seen that
the increase of the number of hops traversed by the lightpath
increases the end-to-end blocking probability.

To validate the accuracy of using Kaufman-Roberts recursion
in computing the blocking probability of multicode OCDM net-
work, Fig. 7 also shows the computer simulation results, which
match closely with the analytical results for different traffic
loads. The simulation was carried out using an event-driven
simulator written in MATLAB. Results have been obtained by
generating 106 connection requests (arrival events) following a
Poisson arrival process with exponentially distributed service
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Fig. 7. Average end-to-end blocking probability as a function of (a) offered
load A, assuming E = 6, and (b) number of wavelength groups E , assuming
A = 40.

times. The number of required codes in class j is uniformly
distributed from 1 to Fj with an average �F̄j	 codes.

Next, the relation between the degradation probability Pdeg
and the offered load is investigated with different activity
coefficient values in Fig. 8. It is seen that as the activity coef-
ficient increases (i.e., the transmission becomes less bursty)
the degradation probability increases. This is owing to the
increase in the number of simultaneous active connections
which results in increasing the interference level on the net-
work. Additionally, as the offered load increases, the number
of connections increases, which consequently results in higher
degradation probability. We can also observe that UMA pol-
icy has a better performance than that of RMA policy under
light traffic offered loads. This is explained by the fact that
UMA policy distributes active codes more evenly over all the
available wavelength groups, as opposed to RMA policy which
distributes active codes randomly among wavelength groups,
leading to a different number of occupied codes in various
wavelength groups. A wavelength group with more number of
connections; its QoS is degraded and the the whole network per-
formance is affected. However, under heavy offered loads, both
UMA and RMA policies have the same performance, where all
the codes are active.

Fig. 8. Pdeg versus offered load A for different values of the activity coefficient
ρ for both RMA and UMA policies.

Fig. 9. Average blocking probability as a function of the offered load for
different values of the blocking threshold.

Fig. 10. Pdeg versus activity coefficient ρ for both RMA and UMA policies
with different blocking threshold values.

To show how the network teletraffic capacity can be
increased by increasing the blocking threshold, we plot in Fig. 9
the blocking probabilities of both class 1 and class 2 versus the
offered load for different threshold values with E = 6. It can
be shown that increasing �

(i)
Th, i ∈ {1, 2}, leads to a decrease

in blocking probability. This is reasonable since increasing
�

(i)
Th means that more codewords will be available. However,
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Fig. 11. (a) BEP against the code length, (b) average blocking probability versus offered load for various code length L , (c) BEP versus the number of wavelengths
per wavelength group, and (d) spectral efficiency against the number of wavelengths per wavelength group.

this improvement in network teletraffic capacity and blocking
probability is paid with an increase in QoS degradation. For
a given number of wavelength groups, from Fig. 9, we notice
that the blocking probability greatly improves when increas-
ing the blocking threshold rather than increasing the number of
wavelength groups as in Fig. 7(b).

The probability of degradation Pdeg is plotted in Fig. 10
versus the activity coefficient ρ with offered load A = 50 for
both RMA and UMA policies. In the figure, the numbers in
the parentheses represent �

(1)
Th and �

(2)
Th , respectively. It can be

seen from the figure that increasing the blocking threshold �T h

leads to QoS degradation. Moreover, Fig. 10 shows that UMA
policy performs better than RMA policy, yielding the lowest
probability of QoS degradation. This means that the network
teletraffic capacity can be increased greatly using UMA policy
with a small degradation probability.

Fig. 11(a) depicts the BEP sensitivity versus the code length
L while other parameters are kept fixed. As the code length
increases, the possibility of interference decreases, hence that
improves the BEP. However, this comes at the expense of
decreasing the basic bit rate Rb (and consequently the average

bit rate R̄b) which is inversely proportional to the code length.
Since the number of available codewords is proportional to the
code length, it is possible to increase the number of codewords
per class and consequently Fj such that each class compensate
for the reduction in the average bit rate (i.e. keeping R̄b = 2.5
Gb/s). In this case, it is clear from Fig. 11(a) that the simulta-
neous increase in L and Fj has no impact on BEP. On the other
hand, Fig. 11(b) shows the effect of increasing the code length
in combination with increasing Fj on the average blocking
probability. It is clear that increasing Fj increases the average
blocking probability since a larger number of codes (network
resources) are required to meet the user’s bit rate. Moreover,
increasing Fj will increase the number of encoders/decoders
and impose more system complexity. Fig. 11(c) shows the
effects of varying the number of available wavelengths per
wavelength group on the BEP. The BEP improves with the
number of available wavelengths per wavelength group (while
all other variables are kept fixed). However, the spectral effi-
ciency will decrease for a fixed number of users as shown in
Fig. 11(d). In order to compensate for the spectral efficiency
loss, it is required to increase the number of active users by
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Fig. 12. Spectral efficiency versus activity coefficient for RMA and UMA poli-
cies, where Pmax

deg = 10−8 and A = 50. Numbers in the parentheses indicate the
teletraffic capacity of class 1 and class 2, respectively.

the same ratio of increasing the number of wavelengths. From
Fig. 11(c), increasing the number of users will cancel out the
effect of BEP improvement (BEP is nearly constant). It should
be noted that the increment in the number of wavelengths will
increase the encoder/decoder complexity with no benefit.

The spectral efficiency for class j ∈ � is defined as η j =
N j R̄b/m� f , (bit/s/Hz), where N j ∈ {�( j)

Th , K j } is the number
of simultaneous users in class j for a given BEP and max-
imum degradation probability Pmax

deg (i.e. teletraffic capacity)
and m is the number of wavelengths. In Fig. 12, we com-
pare the achieved total spectral efficiency of multicode OCDM
network for RMA policy and UMA policy using call admis-
sion control versus the activity coefficient ρ for Pmax

deg = 10−8

and offered load A = 50. The total spectral efficiency ηt =∑Q
j=1 η j . From Fig. 12, using UMA policy it is possible to

achieve ηt > 0.21 bit/s/Hz for ρ ≤ 0.6. However, as the activity
coefficient increases, the number of simultaneously active users
grows. Thus the blocking threshold should be decreased to
satisfy the degradation probability Pdeg ≤ Pmax

deg resulting in
decreasing the achieved spectral efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a multicode OCDM network
that has the capability to assign codes elastically according to
the data rate requested by connections. In addition, QoS dif-
ferentiation is achieved by using variable-weight codewords.
Two code-assignment policies have been introduced: random
multicode assignment (RMA) and uniform multicode assign-
ment (UMA) policies. Several performance measures, namely,
BEP, degradation probability, and blocking probability have
been evaluated for the proposed network. The effects of APD
noise, thermal noise, and MAI have been taken into account in
the BEP evaluation. Blocking has been determined by the error
probability rather than the exact number of available codes. Our
results reveal that the blocking probability and network tele-
traffic capacity can be improved significantly when employing
UMA policy and allowing controllable QoS degradation using
call admission control algorithm.
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